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Life application study bible online
image: shutter learn the bible is just one step to improve your relationship with god. He gives you all the picture, from how he created everything to his history and the history of those who are important to him. teaches Christian ways of living and punishment for bad behavior. also teaches love and understanding among many other
lessons. Do you think you're an expert on how to study and maintain your relationship with your manufacturer? do you know the tools you need to start studying the bible? What about the techniques that you can hate or strategies to help you learn to your maximum potential? Do you know what the purpose of studying the bible is? with
perseverance and hard work, learning all about the biggest story ever told will be as easy as pie! How many basic knowledge do you have on the bible? do you know books, verses and gospels within the text? and the names of some key people you will learn while studying history? You're gonna have to know all about this quiz, so you
know the basics, but can you go down to business and prove you have what it takes to study the bible? Take the quiz to see your score! 5 minute quiz 5 minute trivia do you know the vip of the bible? 6 minute quiz 6 minute personality take this biblical quiz and we will guess what you have given for Lent 5 minute quiz 5 minute 5 minute
trivia can end these basic biblical truths every Christian should know? 6 minutes quiz 6 min trivia hard the bible Catholic literacy quiz 6 minute quiz 6 minute trivia a bible expert should be able to get most of these right questions. Can you? 6 minute quiz 6 minute trivia can you answer these basic biblical questions every Catholic should
know? 6 minute quiz 6 minute personality that Christian cult song are you based on these biblical field questions? 5 minute quiz 5 min trivia how much knowledge of the bible you have? 6 minute quiz 6 minute trivia as youwell these verses of the Super Common Bible? 7 minutes7 min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an
octane rating? And how do you use a noun? Luckily, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning site offers reliable and easy-to-understand explanations on how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we
explain how the stuff works, sometimes, we ask you, but we're always exploring in the name of fun! Why learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking on "Sign Up" you accept our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years or more. Copyright ©
2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a company System1 The following schools have earned a place in this list through individual holistic considerations (it is not an impersonal robo-list). The criteria include their (1) commitment to healthy Christian education, (2) academic excellence, (3) spiritual life on campus, (4) and their impressive biblical
curriculum. In addition, (5) all participants are required to have accreditation with some combination of the following cards: Association for Biblical Higher Education (ABHE), Transnational Association of Christian Colleges and Schools (TRACS), Association of Theological Schools (ATS), and Council for Christian Colleges and Universities
(CCCU). Biola University Los Angeles, California By anchoring the conservative Christian academy on the west coast, the Biola of Los Angeles is a high-level Christian school. Biola has made several "Best School" lists as a standout for the vision of the Christian world and the formation of apologies. He has several well-known teachers
who travel around the world and teach the vision of the biblical and Christian apologies world, including William Lane Craig, J.P.greg koukl, craig hazen, jay warner wallace and doug geivet. gathered at the feast of the institute towery honors in a oneCurriculum books, while graduate students enjoy, among other degree options, a Master of
Arts in Philosophy, or in Apologethics, or in the combined field of Religion and Science. Biola offers no less than 36 courses only in its biblical department. Honor students pursuing a major biblical study have a total course load of 147 hours, including 12 hours each in biblical and Hebrew Greek (six hours more than a typical Master of
Divinity Degree!). Factor in the prowess of Biola apologies, and students are guaranteed an impressive biblical education. Biola's emphasis on the Bible and a vision of the biblical world, however, is not limited to their Bible department. The university is one of the best in the world to frame all its departments within a vision of the biblicalChristian world. For example, through their scientific fields, Biola underlines the Intelligent Design and the Christian philosophy of science. Literature students should expect study opportunities in great works of Christian literature, as well as apologetic criticism of non-Christian literature. Students of art and cinema can expect Christian
values and virtues at work within shows and exhibitions of the department. As for Christian missions, Biola offers many extra-curricular activities of apologies and missions, including the largest annual conference of missions in the world. Moreover, the attached Talbot Theological Seminary carries forward that apologetic prowes with
degrees of ministry to the Bible student with the mind of the church (MDiv, MA and DMin). Biola is one of the most expensive schools in this list, $48.686, and is one of the largest schools in the list at over 6,000 students. It could be too big or too expensive for some students. In addition, the local of Los Angeles, and its traffic, can be
somewhat intimidating for students looking for a low-profile environment orLittle town. But these concerns are balanced by the high standards of the school throughout the board, which make it an exceptional choice for anyone looking for superb and authentically Christian education. Christian.Bible Institute Chicago, Illinois Chicago based
Moody Bible Institute is perhaps the clearest example of a pure Bible school at university level. Think of a seminar for graduates. Moody is located within the long, but thinning, the tradition of university education focused on the preparation of the ministry. Few schools have a history or recognition comparable to that of Moody, maintaining
the roots within the formation ground of the conservative and evangelical ministry. Originally begun at the end of the 19th century as a revivalist Dwight L. Moody, this Society for Bible Study has since blossomed in one of the most recognized Christian schools in the world. Eschewing the terms college and university, Moody dons the title
of Institute strategically, avoiding the misnomer of "university of liberal arts," since it is not focused on education of large-scale humanities. Nor is it a university in the sense of offering more than half of its degrees outside human sciences. Moody is a well-credited collegial institute (for a ministry school) unique for its simple and direct focus.
For example, entering students must sign a letter of " intent to enter the ministry". In addition to focusing on the school's goal on ministry, this prerequisite also forms campus culture around Christian service, preaching and teaching. Students can also study apologies and philosophy within the theology department, to strengthen their
biblical and missionary course load. Moody sports an enrollment of over 4,000 students, with more than two dozen undergraduate programs, as well as three degrees online. The cost is very low—-tuition is free, while room & pension, books, taxes and other accidents can amount to about $14,600 per school year. Students who attend
may expect an excuseless trainingconservative, ranging from abstract theology to practical vocational training in the ministry. students of the Church-Ministery will not be disappointed. Liberty university online lynchburg, lynchburg,Located in the middle of Virginia, it is the southern baptist plant of Lynchburg, Liberty University. This school
is very confessional, but with the Southern Baptists it is the largest evangelical denomination in the United States, which will adapt to many newly well-knitted colleges. Freedom is the largest school on the list, and the youngest. Founded in 1971, Liberty has over 15,000 resident students and over 90.000 online. The Protestant,
evangelical and baptist lineage of the school planted it deep into the land of the doctrine "Scripture-Alone" (AKA: scriptura alone). For this reason, Catholics could find the school uncomfortable and narrow in its emphasis on the only authority of Scripture. Freedom is easily one of the best schools to "take only one Bible". However, freedom
is culturally conscious, having impressive philosophy and apologies programs. The online and distance education program of Liberty is impressive in the field and consistently lies high among the best online colleges. With its size and variety of options, Liberty offers degrees in all five "most commercialized grades" according to MSN
News: lactation; computer science / computer technology; engineering; economics; and education. Freedom is a great school to attend Bible majors, and potential students "undecided", since Liberty has much more traces of degree to offer than most. Freedom has options, but without sacrificing its student-professor ratio 24:1, or its cost
of (approximately) $33,100 a year. Liberty has earned the reputation, under its founder Jerry Falwell, of being a great player within the politically powerful "Morral Majority". Conservatives, Southern Baptists and Christian educators for decades have called freedom for direction. Freedom will affect some perspectives as too partisan and
confessional. But the size and range of facultiesschool allows a certain diversity of opinions, along with other options difficult to find as degrees in law, cinema and aviation. If the size of this school is overwhelming, overwhelming,can use the distance and online programs. As such, Liberty is one of the most flexible and accessible options
for Bible students. Houston Baptist University Houston, Texas Previously unknown beyond Texas, Houston Baptist University (HBU) dug on the map with its initiative "10 Pillars". This guiding initiative meets biblical preparation with world vision and apologetic formation, all within a classic curriculum of the Great Books. The pillars include:
Build on the classics Gate Athens and Jerusalem Together [found philosophy and Christianity] Increase cultural impact Expands on creative arts Create a strong global focus; To complete this goal, HBU had a great increase in recruitment in 2012, taking acclaimed Christian scholars John Mark Reynolds, Michael Licona, Nancy Pearcey,
Bruce Gordon, Richard Martinez, Louis Markos, Mary Joe Sharp and Holly Ordway. The Department of Apologetics is also added to work in tandem with the Department of Philosophy. John. Mark Reynolds has since left to pursue other interests, but his brand has been made. The ambitious program of 10 Pillars, the son of his president
Robert Sloan, focuses on a Christian holistic approach. For example, the HBU Honors College was designed on a Classics model similar to the Torrey Institute in Biola (there is no surprise, since John Mark Reynolds previously directed the Torrey program). And the plethora of the school of ministry clubs are a book of greetings for
Christian students coming. The departments are organized in a format of university liberal arts, rather than in a biblical college format, having a Department of Theology rather than a separate Bible Department. In the Department of Theology are four options for biblical majors (sublaurea and graduate): Biblical languages (BA); Christianity
(BA); Masterarts in biblical languages (mabl;) and master of arts in theological studies (mats.) however, time will tell if hbu lives up to the ambitious goals of its president. in thehbu costs about $45,000 per year (overall,) and enrolls at 2.200—half-size, compared to other items in this list. grove city college grove city, pennsylvania
independence is a burden and privilege for colleges. grove city college (gcc) supported this weight and exercised its privilege to great effect. gcc is rare to refuse federal funding, a move that keeps gcc in the throes of the free market, but allows it a high level of academic freedom. with its presbyterian background and the acclaimed school
of Austrian economy (free market,) the gcc has a rich but affordable tradition dating back to 1897. gcc is a real "bible college," which only offers graduates. this state allows you to specialize in degrees of bachelor, without dividing its energies and interests in associated programs or master. the degrees offered are prestigious. widely,
considered for its humanistic degrees in economics, law, politics and culture, gcc maintains and frames those strengths within an authentic Christian environment. being a "confessional school," professors sign a doctrinal declaration widely evangelical even if students are not required to do so. students are however required to attend 16
chapels per semester. Students must also complete a three-year humanity program taught by a biblical-Christian worldview, including such fundamental skills as "biblical apocalypse." gcc is also rewarded, gaining high honors from digest readers, international studies institute, forbes, U.S. news & world report, and many others. the faculty
of gcc operates within several national and international tanks of conservative thought. This school not only teaches conservative principles, it forms international conservative policy. due to the financial independence of the gcc, it constantly receives "best value," giving an excellent education for half the cost ofcompetitors. As of
September 2017, its cost per year is about $28,504 total (not just tuition!). The school is medium sized2.500 students, so incoming students should not feel submerged. In addition to its strengths in human sciences, gcc also has a reputation for stringent IT and electrical engineering services. Overall, gcc offers an impressive biblical
education, specialized in economics, politics and culture. However, it is not in the highest level of biblical colleges, since the strengths of the school are not in the Bible for itself, but rather in a biblically coherent humanity program. cedarville university cedarville, ohio hidden in cedarville, ohio, there is a flourishing Christian school over 100
years young, cedarville university (cu.) this reformed baptist school has theological roots in the presbytery and regular beats. Bachelor's options cover the spectrum of humanity and degrees of science, a broader spectrum than most schools in this list. There are over 100 accredited degree programs in everything. the variety of programs is
only rival from their depth of study. but what this school sometimes on this list is its compulsory biblical component. all graduates must complete a minor of the 16-hour bible, or go further towards a bible or theology major. this feature not only declares the commitment of the cu to writing, but also shapes the culture of the campus. having a
compulsory biblical component tends to attract students interested in writing and to shake students with an aversion to it. As a result, cedarville has earned the reputation of espousing strong Christian conservative values. Besides the biblical component, cedarville has mandatory daily chapels, a strong ethical code and the life of the
intensive campus of the ministry. cedarville is a medium and large school, which enrolls at 3.760, with 60 of these university students. the cost is about $40.290 per year. the school can hit some as a fundamentalist, but it isI cry away from, say, Bob Jones University. Also, there is no apologetic or philosophy program to talk. There is a
center for bioethics, as well as a number of grade options as as well associal work, engineering, art design and theater. But most of all, students who go here should expect integration of intentional biblical world vision within a biblical-intensive course load. Trinity International University - Illinois Deerfield, Illinois One of the two Illinois
schools to make the list is Trinity International University (TIU), in Deerfield. This campus is an all-in-one institution with a renowned undergraduate program, undergraduate program, adjacent to the law school, and a divinity school (seminary), which offers most of every major research degree option along with a number of professional
degrees as well. TIU boasts four complete campuses and eight extension sites, ranging from California, Pennsylvania, Florida, and Ohio to not mention an online program for all potential students out of one of the extensions. TIU traces its roots in 1897, but entered its own in 1940 with the fusion of two other schools in it under the new
name, Trinity International University. TIU continues the tradition of Evangelical Free Church today. TIU is a medium-sized school, with about 100 teachers and 2.114 students. Biblical studies students can expect a 72-hour course load, not counting the basic classes. And these can overlap with apologetics or bioethics courses as
necessary. The cost is about $40.290 total per year, reasonably priced compared to other schools in this list. The student body and the professorship are intentionally different, allowing an international taste, and an increased sense of "global missions". The school sports an impressive Bible and the faculty of theology, including D.A.
Carson, John Feinberg, and Kevin Vanhoozer. In addition, the school has alumni as recognized as Dr. Ravi Zacharias and Willowcreek pastor Bill Hybels. Some students will find the political inclinations ofto be too liberal, with remarkable tones of "social justice" and "globalism". However, the school is a balanced contrast to those like
Grove City College. Multnomah MultnomahPortland, Oregon Ex Multnomah Bible College, this West Coast school founded in 1936 added a graduate school in 1986 and officially changed its name to Multnomah University in 2008. In general, evangelical and non-denominational, Multnomah has a fortified history of teaching inertia and
biblical inspiration and a reputation for training students to apply writing in ministry and professional service. Today, Multnomah is still largely a Bible College, but with additional offers in science, business, pre-med and pre-law. Their degree offers include degrees of teaching, counseling and ministry. Multnomah planted extension
campuses in Reno, NV and Seattle, WA. Nevada is also linked to online education. The school also established the International Renewal Ministries (IRM), a catalyst for racial reconciliation in the Portland area. In addition to the IMM, Multnomah has launched other ministries, now independent, including Christian Supply, Mission Portland
and Multnomah Press (now Waterbrook-Multnomah Publishing group). With such a large presence, you might be surprised to find the school is a modest 25 acres, enrolling only 407 students. The school has maintained their focus on biblical studies over the years. Their doctrinal and missionary statement reflects the high point of view of
the founder of Scripture and a central focus on biblical teaching and formation. All university students are required to take the equivalent of a minor in the Bible (15 Bible credits, eight theology, and a credit in spiritual formation). Multnomah has regional accreditation (NWCCU), and ATS. And they offer roll enrollment, a benefit for home
school students and not traditional. As for the cost, Multnomah frozen their registration rates in 2015 and have been able, since then, to maintain thetotal cost per year (undergraduate) to a reasonable $33,240. Wheaton College Wheaton, Illinois Just outside Chicago Illinois is Wheaton College. Founded in 1860, Wheaton is amedia (2,400
members), non-denominational and Protestant evangelical school highly regarded in the region and widely praised in Christian circles. Their strong Christian heritage and lasting Christian witness are doublely impressive considering that the school is perhaps the most prestigious Christian college in the country. Wheaton has all the
appropriate accreditations and has earned a wide range of awards, including competitive rankings in Forbes and U.S. News & World Report. The school costs about $44,000 a year and is known for its world missions, its music department, and its psychology and counseling. While the school is solid in the Bible, there are other schools,
ranked above, which are considered a higher biblical education. Wheaton's singular strength is their mission emphasis, seen in their Evangelism Center, Billy Graham Museum, and their practical involvement in student mission efforts around the world. This mission emphasizes practical application to their biblical formation. In addition,
Wheaton is unique in offering bachelor, master and doctoral degrees (BA, MA and PhD). Technically, I'm a "university" and not a college, but apparently the name "Wheaton College" stuck. These graduate and graduate offerings are located within a wide liberal arts curriculum, and a variety of study traces available. Wheaton has also
recently introduced different classes in apologies that can add a fresh and interesting depth to the study of the Bible. Aspiring students who support the Conservative must be aware, however, that Wheaton has a reputation for social and political liberalism in their human departments, and theological evolution in their science department.
But for many students, these are non-problems. Dallas Baptist University Dallas, Texas Provide genuinely "Cristocentered" education, Dallas Baptist(DBU) is a worthy item on this list. Founded in 1898 as Decatur Baptist College, she was transferred to Dallas inand 20 years later took the name Dallas Baptist University. Now affiliated to
the Baptist General Convention of Texas, and possessing SACS accreditation (and relevant accreditations for its business and music schools), DBU enrolls in more than 5.156 (diploma and graduation), in 92 different graduation programs, covering a wide range of Christian studies, and sporting many on-campus Christian organizations—
all within a flourishing Christian community in the Dallas-Fort metro Despite its large inscription, the campus is cozy and simple, elegantly located with views of Lake Mountain Creek. It looks like home and clean. The middle classes a ratio of 15:1 student-professor. The annual cost of participation is between $36,000-$41,000. In addition
to its wide range of graduate offers, the unique contribution of DBU is its combination of leadership training and philosophy. Students can graduate in Biblical Studies and integrate that with a second major in philosophy then continue a master's degree in Christian education or global Leadership. Of course, DBU also offers state
certification degrees in nursing and education (K-12), or other professional fields such as finance, marketing, music, transmission, criminal justice, etc. DBU requires all students to take lessons in the Old Testament, New Testament, "Christian Mind", and two electives in religion. This core is 15 hours, enough for a minor in most schools.
Students can further integrate their academic biblical education through participation in the Honors program, or student missions, or involvement in various events in the School of Leadership. Toccoa Falls College Toccoa, Georgia At the foot of the blue ridges mountains, just outside the national forest Chattahoochee is the picturesque
campus of Toccoa Falls College (TFC). Denominated after the waterfall185 feet on the field the same name, Toccoa Falls is a certified treasure. Originally, founded by R.A. Forrest in Golden Valley, Northin 1907 with the Christian Missionary Alliance (Denomination). The school eventually moved to a more strategic setting in Toccoa Falls
Georgia and quickly changed its name. They offered their first four-year degree diplomas from 1937. Today TFC is composed of four schools: Ministry, Nursing, Art and Science and Professional Studies. Only in the department of the ministry, students can choose between 13 degrees of ministry traces. Overall, students can choose
between 35 majors and 43 minors. The unifying mission of the school is "to teach and defend the historical and fundamental doctrines of evangelical Christianity". TFC is unpologetically Christian in their vision and values declared. And while the school is affiliated with the Christian Missionary Alliance, they are not septic and largely
evangelical that embrace a series of confessional backgrounds among their students and teachers. TFC enrolls 1,200 students, 650 of which are traditional subclasses, and the rest are online and not traditional students. The size of the class is a modest relationship between students and teachers 13:1. Tobacco falls are also well kept in
consideration among the children of the house, with the students of the home school who include 10% of their enrollment. The taxpayers can know that all students receive funding from scholarships, and the total cost for students resident a year (in 2017) is $31.689. No wonder Toccoa Falls has become a hidden gem in the southeast
region with the accolades of Princeton Review, U.S. News and World Report, and Colleges of Distinction. University of Dallas Irving, Texas The only Catholic school to make the list is right along the way from DBU—is the University of Dallas (UD). This school approaches the Bible through the framework of its Catholic specificity. Located
10 miles from Dallas, this school has a heritage in Franciscan monasticismDominican, thus merging the ecumenical and school forces of both. Offers 12 strictly biblical courses (such as "Module 4: Marco e Luca"), with two creditseach, it spread in a four-year program. The format is favorable to graduation, degree and adult education.
However, there is no basic degree in the Bible. Bible degrees work in supplementation with other degrees called a BA in Pastoral Ministry, or Biblical Languages. While the Bible school is strong, what earned a reputation for UD is their Great Books curriculum. This use of the great texts of Western civilization explores, criticizes, and
celebrates the benefits of Western cultural tradition, while at the same time favors it. The curriculum of the Great Books of DU does not stop with old books, but also leads to modern works. Most university students confess Catholics (82%). But the school's appeal goes beyond Catholic circles with its strong Christian emphasis. Students
are not required to sign any Catholic confession. UD also has one of the strongest foreign study programs in the nation, with 80% of students studying in partner universities abroad, mainly in Rome, Italy. UD is also known for its art department and its doctoral concentration in politics. UD enrolls 1.407 university students and about 950 in
their undergraduate program. It is constantly among the top 100 lists of national (or higher) universities compiled by Forbes, U.S. News & World Report and Princeton Review. Evangelical Protestants may have difficulty finding their Protestant distinctiveness nourished on campus, but they are still in the Bible belt with a lot of good
churches and a culture out of field. And they can find more family support among Catholic peers than in the theologically liberal "Christian" school such as Texas Christian University or Furman. However, the lack of on-campus Protestant activity is a harm, as is the cost, about $54.976 per year. The degree options are also limited. Thecan
obtain a bachelor's degree in biblical languages, a certificate of permanent education in the Bible, or may have concentrations in the Bible withindegree programs as pastoral ministry. There is no "Bachelor of Arts in Biblical Studies" or something comparable. However, the UD elite philosophy department and its Great Books curriculum
establish it as a high-level liberal arts school, and its 24 credit Bible program makes it a great option for adults and non-traditional students who are friendly to Catholicism. Gordon College Wenham, Massachusetts Born from a basement of a Boston church in 1889, Gordon College grew up in one of the nation's first Christian universities.
One of the most distinguished colleges on the list, Gordon has praises from Forbes, Princeton Review, and U.S. News and World Report. Founded by the Evangelist and pastor A.J. Gordon as a missionary formation center, Gordon College's motto is: "Freedom in a framework of faith." In addition to its 36 academic departments, including
biblical studies, Christian ministries and Philosophy, Gordon College presents institutes and centers for "Faith and Inquiry", "Christians in Visual Arts", "Unprofitable Studies and Philanthropy", and "Christian Professional Institute". Gordon's seminary now operates independently, having merged with another school to do Gordon-Conwell's
Theological Seminary. There are many distinct Christian colleges that did not make this list, but what includes Gordon College here is his confession statement signed by all students and teachers, a Christian faith conservative statement, his affiliation with Gordon-Conwell Seminary, his substantial Biblical Studies Major, his chapel
services two weeks, and his wide range of ministry opportunities on campus and out. The courses common to all majors include Ancient and New Testament, Christian Theology, and Gordon badges "The Great Conversation", and "The Examined Life", as well as the required electives not specified in Civic Responsibility,global, and the
human person. students can find all the comforts suitable for this medium sized liberal art38 university majors, three degree options (including education and music), 2004 enrolled students, and a ratio of 13 to 1 student-faculty. Gordon has studied foreign partnerships in France, Italy, Austria and Romania. This type of education does not
come cheap: at almost $47,740 a year, Gordon is among the most expensive in this list. But students here will get quality education in a Christian confessional environment, with a certain academic starting distinction. Oral Roberts University Tulsa, Oklahoma The most charismatic entry of the list is Oral Roberts University. Founded in
1963 in Tulsa, Oklahoma, by Pentacostal word-faith evangelist Oral Roberts, this institution has a history verified by its later founder and presidents. However, since his new presidency under Mark Rutland in 2009, ORU reached the status without debt and earned high marks such as the world's largest and most respected charismatic
universities. The ORU is undoubtedly a ministry's mind, aimed at applying life rather than biblical abstraction, the school seeks to live the Bible. But this ministry is not without recognition. ORU is acclaimed as Steinway School (in 2011), a regional school "Best in the West" in Princeton magazine (2011-2012), a "Top Tier" school in the
United States, and also a "School of Military Friendly" according to Victory Media (2013). These encomas fit well to ORU. Among its features, the school competes in eight NCAA Division a sport. The size of the class is about 15 students per professor with about 3,852 enrolled (including 562 graduate students). Students may be older or
lesser in any of the 15 degrees Theology and Ministry. All told, there are six colleges (departments), a huge 60 major, 13 graduate programs, two doctoral programs, and a bevy of minors to choose from. ORU retains a distinctly Christian curriculum,basic classes including the ancient will investigation, the investigation of the new will, the
vision of the Christian world and culture, and some oru, oru, badgesEvaluation" (a portfolio of character-forming) and "Spirit-Empowered Living" (a charismatic Christian living). Students can have all this for about $35.542 per year. Taylor University Upland, Indiana Halfway between Fort Wayne and Indianapolis, Indiana is Taylor
University. This school of Christian liberal arts NAIA is ranked #1 Midwest Regional College by U.S. News & World Report (in 2017). They kept this place for ten years in a row. Taylor also received awards from Forbes, Princeton Review and Christian Colleges of Distinction. A non-confessional school, Taylor was originally a college of
Methodist women in the middle of the 1800s. The school has long expanded to include men and women and follows a non-denominational evangelical theology. While many colleges come from their religious roots, Taylor managed to remain anchored with the confession statements required by all staff, a statement of "covenant together"
(code of conduct) for students, and a declaration of supernatural mission of the ministry: "The mission of the University of Taylor is to develop the leaders of servants marked with a passion for the minister of redemptive love of Christ and truth to a world in need." By reading these statements, Taylor seems well aware of the weakness for
legalism. Taylor has that delicate balance of Christian culture without the plots of hyper-foundalism. Since 2017, Taylor's enrollment is 1.890 with 460 students who have served in international study and service programs. The school offers 119 different courses of study, with six different tracks of biblical study and ministry, and 110
classes available entirely online. The degree program is a modest 39 students, with two master's degree options: Teaching and business. The average class size in Taylor is a small 13:1 ratio. Like all schools in the top 25Taylor University has all the right accreditations at regional, national and program level. The current cost is a higher
level rate of $42,130 per year. University of- St. Paul St. Paul, MN Northwestern University of St. Paul, MN is a 3,000+ college liberal arts student of some renowned in its region. Not to be confused with similar-name schools in Illinois or Iowa, this college has a long-standing history as a Bible training center in the great Lakes region of
Minnesota. Originally, a biblical and missionary training school, UNW was founded in Minneapolis in 1902. Today, UNW is an evangelical Christian university with over 70 different study programs to choose from. In their Bible department, UNW presents a Bible & Major Theology, Minor, as well as an Associate Diploma and a Certificate in
the Bible. Also, because UNW is a liberal arts school and no longer a biblical college, students can study the Bible as a double-mage that matches it with about 56 other majors. All Bible degrees require a 12-hour Bible core. From there, students can meet their remaining credits from over 60 Bible classes (include philosophy and
theology). UNW is unique in offering a Minor Science and Theology, a rare combination in graduate schools and degree programs in the same way. Students can further expand their studies abroad, for example, with a study abroad making archaeological excavations in Israel UNW maintains a biblical Christian culture on campus through
daily chapels, an active presence of the campus ministry, and their "Declaration of the Christian Community", a statement of conduct signed for teachers, staff and students. UNW is well-priced at about $30.260 for graduates. And if I had to use their graduation offers at the Divinity School, it would be $490 per credit hour. The Divinity
School offers further faculty support for advanced and senior courses, strengthening the intellectual theft of the Bible program. La la la la la la la la la laof the class is right, at 14:1 ratio between students and teachers, and about 22 students per class. Northwestern College Orange City, Iowa One of the only two Iowa schools on the list is
Northwestern College (not to be confused with differentcalled schools in other states.) Located in Orange City, Northwestern College (NC) was an educational gem for over 100 years. Committed by Forbes, U.S News & World Report, Washington Monthly and Princeton Review, the word is out on NC. This commendation often
accompanies theological compromise, but the CN remains faithful to its theological roots Reformed maintaining the weekly services of the chapel, a lasting declaration of faith, and a visionary commitment to biblical authority, theology of Reform and creedal Christian ecumenism (multi-demnomic unity). Also an advantage is the Sunday
evening praise and worship service led by the weekly student. NC enrolls at about 1.260 students, sports a 14:1 student-faculty ratio, and offers over 40 majors. Keeping this school down on this list is its lack of integration between education and ministry. Students may graduate in Christian education and Ministry of Youth, or Religion, but
these are the only two distinctly religious options for major ministries. There is also a minor in Christian missions, but these degree restrictions prevent this Iowa school from rising above the status of "education in a Christian environment", contrary to a "Christian education". In addition, the requirements of general studies include only eight
hours (two classes) of "Biblical and theological studies"—about half of the course load of a minor. The cost? $39,500 a year. The Master's University and Seminary Santa Clarita, California A few miles north of Biola, under the impressive auspices of Pastor and Doctor John Macarthur, is Santa Clarita, California, school: The Master's
University (MU.) The student enrollment of 1,200 places this school in the mid-small range. As a liberal arts school, MU offers many graduate and graduate degrees in habitual fields, such as nursing, education, science ofand commerce, as well as such traces of intensive biblical degrees such as general biblical studies, Bible exposure,
biblical counseling,languages, Christian education, intercultural studies, theology and apologies. MU is also home to a small specialization/seminary school, if ministry mentality students want to crown their bible degree with an MDiv or a MA. The University of the Master is clearly a prep school of the Bible. Students can expect a total cost
of about $38,175 per year, without counting taxes. Their online options also allow today's student to keep up with college. And with Macarthur's gravita that presides over this school, the University of Master shows great promise to future students who might enter the ministry. The Masters University would be ranked higher in this list,
except that they only have regional accreditation and ACSI. They are not yet accredited with any of the preferred accreditation committees mentioned above (ABHE, TRACS, or CCCU). Hardin-Simmons University Abilene, Texas In the small town of Abilene, near the middle of the state of Texas is Hardin-Simmons University, a private and
liberal arts school affiliated with the Baptist General Convention. Founded in 1891 by shepherds, ranchers and merchants, this West Texas school underwent several name changes in its history, but the whole path through were firmly in offering the quality of Christian higher education in the south-west. The school motto is simple:
"Education enlightened by faith." Hardin-Simmons has grown beyond a simple "ministry" school and has become a substantial liberal arts school, ranging from seven academic departments, in particular their schools of nursing and education studies. Their study abroad program is another benefit, covering locations in Australia, the United
Kingdom, Spain and other regions. From 2016 the school enrolled 2205 students (1708 undergrad; 497 grad). The foundationat Hardin-Simmons shows in their weekly services of chapel and vibrant life of campus ministry, along with their bible graduation offerings consisting of six programsLogsdon Theology School, where students can
choose from biblical studies, religion, ministry, biblical languages, religion-minor and ethics. Meanwhile graduate students can earn a master's degree in family ministry, divinity, religion; or a doctorate in ministry. Hardin-Simmons also boasts an impressive relationship between students and teachers 12:1 and the NCAA-III state in sports,
with a bevy of athletic results to start. The price at Hardin-Simmons is modest at $36.216 but two big factors counterbalance the cost. 98% of students receive financial aid. In addition, the education rate "block" year of registration; so that the rate remains stable for return students. No wonder Hardin-Simmons got more awards from
Princeton Review, U.S. News & World Report and Colleges of Distinction. Bethel University St. Paul, Minnesota Unlike most schools in this list, Bethel never started as a biblical college or even as a college. Bethel was originally a seminary, theological seminary of the Baptist Union to be exact. The name has changed since then, to Bethel
University, as the school has grown to be one of the largest and most respected Christian universities in the country. But they maintain their ideological roots affiliated to Converge Worldwide (the Baptist General Convention) and maintain themselves faithful to the founder of Bethel, John Edgren, "to develop an education and critical
thinking that Christians change the world through service and leadership in the name of Christ". Now Bethel University has expanded their educational offerings in four schools: Arts and Sciences, Adult and Professional Studies, Bethel Graduate School and Bethel Seminary. To these can be added Bethel's online offers and their BUILD
program (for students with learning differences and development disorders). All university students participatecore of general studies with 9 credit hours of the bible, 18 credit hours in "global perspectives" (culture, religious studies and missions,) and a senior senior capstoneproject on a contemporary Christian theme (of the choice of the
student). In addition to these basic offers, graduates have at least 11 different Bible tracks and ministry degree to choose from. And non-traditional students, graduates and seminars have at least 11 more advanced study tracks in the Bible and ministry. Bethel is one of the largest schools in the list that enroll more than 6,000 students
through their 100 plus graduation options. And with their substantial online course offerings and their two campuses in St. Paul, MN and San Diego, CA, the school is ready to grow even bigger. In this dimension, the school has the freedom to maintain their high costs: $46.255 total per year (for subclasses). Luckily, 90% of students
receive financial help. Messia College Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania Founded in 1909 by Brothers in Christ as a center of missionary formation and school of the Bible, today, the Messiah is a liberal arts university with 3.305 students spread out in 150 degree courses and 37 degree courses. Yet this award-winning school has remained
faithful to their inheritance. Adhering to the theology of Wesleyan-Anabaptist, they are historically pacifists, emphasizing peace and reconciliation within the Christian community of heart. All students and faculties are required to affirm a basic declaration of faith together with the created Apostles as the Messiah College embraces a wide
range of evangelical denominations and traditions of Christian faith represented in their student body Messiah College features 11 different programs of study of the Bible and ministry (including majors, minors and concentrations). These traces of study combine well with a broad study-foreign program. 84% of all students study or serve
abroad, but students can also put their biblical formation in action also locally. Located 12 miles outsidecapital of the state, the Messiah is in a privileged position for the learning of service and the opportunities of ministry. Perspective students can also take advantage of the different traces of study, including double credit credit(for high
school and college credit,) classes online, and an intensive 3-year degree plan. messia is also a NCAA-III school with 12 different sports and 23 different championship titles on their history. As for costs, the school is costly at $44.380 total cost per year (in 2017.) but fortunately, the school excels in financial aid opportunities. all students
receive financial help, with the average package of aid that is $24,546 per student. johnson university knoxville, tennessee johnson university was founded at the foot of the great smoky mountains in knoxville, tennessee in 1893 for the training of the next ministers for the field of mission. a non-denominational institution largely evangelical,
their original name was "school of the evangelists." Later, the school changed its name as an expanded course offering in work and ministry fields beyond evangelism, becoming "johnson bible college" and later, "johnson university," commemorating the founder of the school, ashley b. johnson. Today, johnson university is a solid school of
small Christian liberal arts with 1,026 students through their graduation, graduation and doctoral programs, on all campuses. johnson has two brick and moratorium campus, the main campus in knoxville, tn and another campus in kissimmee, fl added in 2011. Also the online campus of johnson is about 120 strong. at the top of their
complete and online campuses, johnson university has five extended programs (extension camps) for adult education and alternative to Indianpolis, in, knoxville, tn, louisville, ky, phoenix, az and horrendous, fl. the school maintains their Christian identity with a non sectarian declaration of faith, regular chapel services and a consolidated
reputation. to unite all their educational efforts is a ministry's attention that combines a threefold course of(1) Arts and Science, (2) Bible and Theology, and (3) Professional Studies. Students can choose from over 70 70programs and enjoy the small class size of 14 students per teacher. Combine all these strengths with the cost of the
basement deal of $21,880 (total cost per year) and it is clear why this school is a convincing option for Bible students. Emmaus Bible College Dubuque, Iowa Located in the city of the Mississippi River of Dubuque, Iowa is Emmaus Bible College. Emmaus is a small school in Plymouth Brethren with about 250 resident students (starting
from 2012), without counting online and distance learning students. Founded in 1941 to train students to "live the principles of New Testament Christianity", this school requires all students to complete the reading of the entire Bible by the end of the year of registration. In addition, the main curriculum includes a larger Bible. This means
that each student is at least one major in the Bible along with any other major they choose. But to Emmaus, the biblical study is not enough, alone, to complete its biblical formation. Students are also required to complete 30 hours of community service per semester within their Servant Leadership Training, and serve three hours a week
on campus through the student work support program (SWAP). Students can be exempt from SWAP with a $400 buyout. These learning requirements of services help maintain education costs and helps students invest personally in their school and local community. Emmaus also has a daily chapel and small groups and has a code of
conduct that future students take note of before enrolling. The school is non-denominational but with a strong inclination towards their Plymouth Brethren heritage, which effectively shapes the culture of campus. Emmaus is complete in their efforts to form the whole person spiritually and socially, and students shouldaware of what it
entails. Emmaus presents admission to rolling, so students can apply at any time. The cost of participation, starting in 2017, is a reasonable $25,620 (on average) for resident students. In this regard, Emmaus was ranked #1 Best Value for Moneyin Iowa in 2016 according to BestValueSchools. Asbury University Wilmore, Kentucky
Originally founded in 1890 by John Wesley Hughes, this Wilmore, Kentucky College is rooted in the tradition of Wesleyan Holiness. However, despite their Wesleyan and Methodist heritage, Asbury identifies as a widely evangelical school, friendly to a range of Christian denominations and maintaining independence from confessional
constraints and also the influence of government. Asbury does not receive government funds. Basically, this independence means some things. For one thing, they have to keep their school offers at competitive prices, since there are no government funds that compensate for things. But also, they are reasonably independent of
governmental and confessional ties that can pressure the school to comply with cultural trends and modern fashions. For Asbury, it means they can remain faithful to their founding principles. Originally, the school was called "Kentucky Santità College", but later named "Asbury" in honor of the famous Methodist preacher of the Francis
Asbury circuit. To date, the school maintains a strong emphasis on practical ministry and evangelism just like founder John Wesley Hughs. Asbury enrolls 1.838 through 14 different academic departments, and 54 different majors. Students have seven different options of the Bible and the Ministry for their major and minor. They can also
pursue graduate work in education, communication, corporate administration, or social work. The school maintains its biblical Christian identity through regular chapel services, daily biblical study, and an initiative based on the campus character called " Cornerstone Project". This program promotes the development of staff and students in
four key areas: Writing, holiness, stewardship and mission. Asbury isn't the best deal on the list, but it's not even the best deal on the list.more expensive. The average annual cost per student is $39,389. Clarks Summit University South Abingdon Township, Pennsylvania Clarks ClarksUniversity, former Baptist Bible College and Seminary
is an Independent Baptist College that enrolls little less than 1,000 students about a third of their graduate students. Once the school was Baptist Bible College in Johnson City, New York, in 1932. The school grew up and moved to its current home in 1968, opening a seminar in 1972 and a specialization school in 1989. In 2015 the school
adopted the name, Clarks Summit University, about the same time the name of the resort changed to South Abingdon Township. Confessional affiliation is an independent Baptist and may affect some students as a fundamentalist, but the school has gained a modest reputation for biblical conservatism and authentic Christian scholarship.
Clarks Summit is fully accredited and offers 44 resident graduate tracks and five online. Among the majors of the Bible are: Chaplaincy, General Missions, Intercultural Youth Ministries, Nursing Missions, Pastoral Care, Outreach Pastor, Culto Parish Priest, Ministry of Sports, Ministry of Camping, Ministry of Women, Pre-Seminary,
Consulting and many more. The general studies required by all students include the Old Testament, the New Testament, the Bible Study, the Biblical Lifestyle, the Bible Exhibition, four theology courses and a Senior Seminar related to the Bible. The total cost for university students is a convenient $29,320 per year. This list includes Bible
schools and other schools with strong biblical programs. All schools in the Bible are also Christian schools, but not all Christian schools here are Bible schools. These two overlap a lot, but there are some important differences between them. "Bible Schools" are essentially special education schools in the Bible. Meanwhile, liberal arts
Christian schools such as Biola, Liberty, or Regent, devote time andConsiderable towards a all-round education, including science, mathematics, history, literature, art and so on. Christian schools can have great programs in the Bible, but they are not so closely focused on the Bible as well asSchools are. Students can graduate from
liberal arts schools with a bachelor's degree outside the Bible or ministry, perhaps taking only one or two major classes in the Bible. Liberal arts schools also tend to incorporate many non-biblical influences from philosophy, science, literature and culture studies. In some ways this variety can explore the implications and biblical
applications and can also illuminate the reading of the biblical text. Bible schools focus their curriculum on the study and understanding of the Bible itself. These schools are not generally liberal arts schools (except the University of Cedarville), they are specialty schools. Therefore, there is a lack of a measure of width, but it is in depth,
with more biblical classes, more study focused on the Bible, and more institutional attention on the Bible. Students of these schools are required to take basic Bible lessons, although they choose the most peripheral "non-biblical" major. Bible schools also tend to identify with a denomination or theological tradition. The result is that biblical
colleges reserve time and focus on immersing themselves in depth and exploring their school of thought. Bible schools, such as Moody, Baptist Bible College, and Emmaus, identify most or all of their undergraduate programs in some Bible fields, missions or ministry education. Collectively, Christian schools and Bible schools serve a vital
role in faith and learning in America, and many Christian colleges are expanding their scope with online graduate programs. Historically, many Christian schools have grown from the spiritual brunette left behind when traditionally Christian colleges — such as Harvard, Princeton, Yale, and William and Mary — have seen a secular direction
far from their Christian roots. And theof Bible school in particular can be traced largely to Dwight L. Moody and Moody Bible Institute. Christian and biblical schools gradually grew in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Today we constantly find Christian and biblical schoolsas a counter-cultural trend that enables the focus of the Bible in
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